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It all starts with a mysterious phone call from Louisa's decorative antique phone. And that wouldn't be so
strange, except that the phone is unplugged, and has been for years. Frightened by the call and its message--
and questioning her own sanity--Louisa listens as a somehow-familiar voice describes a lost family secret
about Louisa's grandfather and his daring involvement in resisting the Nazi scourge in his native Sweden
during World War II. Piecing together each clue she can find, Louisa begins to see how her grandfather's
guilt and shame continues to haunt her own father, and the rest of her family, decades later, planting seeds of
doubt that threaten to tear them all apart.

Now desperate to know the full truth, despite the charming distractions of a boy with secrets of his own,
Louisa becomes consumed with her discoveries, which she passes off to her parents as a school history
project. Digging through old family albums and letters, she at last begins to see that the phone call was only
the beginning, and that she is the one meant to be the messenger who can bring the truth of the past to light--
before it's too late for her family.
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From reader reviews:

Enrique Flora:

The publication untitled The Number 7 is the e-book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the
quality of the publication content that will be shown to an individual. The language that publisher use to
explained their ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of study when write the book, to
ensure the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get
the e-book of The Number 7 from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

John Judge:

Reading a book being new life style in this yr; every people loves to read a book. When you examine a book
you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge, because
book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book that you
have read. If you would like get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but if you
want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these us novel, comics, as well as soon. The The
Number 7 will give you a new experience in reading a book.

Edna Miller:

You can find this The Number 7 by visit the bookstore or Mall. Just viewing or reviewing it can to be your
solve trouble if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only by simply
written or printed but can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era similar to now, you just looking
because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your ways to get more
information about your book. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your knowledge are still
revise. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.

Charles Massie:

Do you like reading a reserve? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book had been rare? Why
so many problem for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes
reading through, not only science book but also novel and The Number 7 or even others sources were given
information for you. After you know how the good a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science
reserve was created for teacher or students especially. Those books are helping them to add their knowledge.
In some other case, beside science e-book, any other book likes The Number 7 to make your spare time far
more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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